DELEGATES' FEEDBACK AFTER A ONE HOUR PRESENTATION!
TOPIC:
AUDIENCE:

"The Power of the Word" (Life Altering - Mind Opening Communication)
300 Business Owners, Managers and Staff at a Leadership Day.

(My client asked his delegates to write down the MAIN OUTCOMES immediately after the talk!)
•
Dear Robyn, I haven’t laughed so much in years. But more importantly, understood the importance of
laughter. You had us captivated…teaching us life lessons. Lessons that applied to every day, to help us to focus on
BEING. Being in control, responsible, the author of US. And the impact that can have on those around us, our
loved ones, our work mates, our clients. You showed me how to BE, which will change me forever. And as a
natural consequence will impact the success of any future business. Thank you!
•
Thank you for such an inspiring presentation. I’ve seen many over the years, from a whole range of
different people, but none better than you. Great stuff.
•
The hour with you will not only have a great effect on me but I am sooo excited about how your words will
benefit my team, my family (3 children), and my husband. Their ‘experience’ with me will be so much more every
single day not just on & off as it probably has been in the past. You have just given me the most positive hour I
have had for a long time (if not ever.) Which will equal a positive future.
•
Thank you so much for an outstanding "Authentic" presentation. That magic word really struck a chord with
me as it was the word I have been looking for…it sums up our business philosophy and our culture. So we will use
it as our new mantra.
•
Phenonenal!!!! Your message WILL change my life. You reached into my chest, massaged my heart, you
made me laugh, you made my eyes well up and you have given me clarity…thank you.
•
Thank you so much for opening my eyes-waking me up and for the best talk/discussion/seminar/speech I
have ever heard.
•
Thank you. Yes life is too short to remain in the "re-ACTION" mode, and yes we have allowed laughter to
die somewhat (although not willingly.) Your account makes me dig deep within and I need to live life with more
enthusiasm, passion and energy. No doubt you live your life this way. Don’t ever lose it.
•
Robyn, you are passion on sticks!!! Thank you so much for your absolutely amazing presentation, but most
of all you brought us "down to Earth" with your earthiness and touching examples of life stories.
•
Thank you for making me realize how important my wife and 3 wonderful children are to me and to never
forget them in this busy world of real-estate.
•
Delightful. Entertaining, real, energetic, cuddly, larger than life and I'm certain you are a wonderful Mum
and wife too! Thank you!
•
What an absolutely awesome speaker. You’re amazing – what you do for children, how you use Blinky Bill
to help children grow & change their outlook is just inspirational. How each & everyone of us have choices, how we
live our lives & that we do not have to live in RE-ACTION!! We are all in charge of our own life! Humorous &
meaningful & absolutely sensational! Thanks Robyn
•
Thank you for an extraordinary session and congratulations on your efforts that you give back to the
community. You will leave a great legacy on this earth, a much better place now than when you arrived. Thanks
again.

•
Thanks for sharing your amazing inspiration. I took both personally and professionally a lot and will remail
grateful to you for highlighting the family factor. "Tiredness" will never be mentioned again.
•
Thank you for your wonderful gift of humour, compassion and insight to the world of "words". They say,
"The teacher comes when the student is ready to learn!" You have inspired me to make more decisions about the
passions in my life; my children and others without a "voice".
•
Well – you are amazing. Your energy is awesome. You love what you live obviously and give so much.
Thanks for letting me get it.
(Delegate from New Zealand)
•
Thanks Robyn!! I now have a multiple personality: Monday I’m enthusiastic. Tuesday I’m passionate.
Wednesday I’m happy. Thursday I’m energised. Friday I’m focused. Saturday I’m confident. Sunday I’m laughter
& every other moment I’m ME!!
•
I loved the saying…"If I'm not laughing now, I'm either upset about the past, or dreading the future". It
made me laugh which was the point. Brilliant and inspiring.
•
Thank you for your authenticity and for getting me to realize what I need to do to be authentic with myself,
my family and clients.
•
Fantastic – Tears of laughter & sadness all in the same hour. Didn’t realise words could be so strong. My
word – "contribution/contributor."
•
Dynamic, inspirational. What a terrific person, she brought tears to my eyes. One of the best speakers I
have ever heard.
•
Sensational speaker who delivers a very clear message on life and how you as the author are in control.
*Motivates *Inspires *One of a kind – she is unreal.
•
You have a wonderful gift. An inspiration to us all with your zest for life compassion for humanity and love
for all. Thank you so much for sharing a most memorable presentation with our network. Love always.
•
More “bugger me” moments than I’ve ever had. Can’t wait to see my wife & 3 children, to tell them how
much I love them. Have never been so moved by a speaker ever. Inspiration to be a totally authentic person.
•
Amazingly, centred……lady. Beautiful stories. Absolutely wonderful. Inspirational speaker. Thank you
Robyn for a passionate and uplifting presentation.
•
Thank you, you are possibly one of the most insightful people I have had the privilege to listen to. You
know the true meaning of compassion and life’s important moments!
•
Thank you so much for your inspiring and humorous words, you were absolutely brilliant to listen to. I got
so much from you about being the ‘author’ of my own day and about letting my kids and husband know how I
appreciate them & value them in my life. Thank you for taking the time to talk to us today.
•
Thank you for an inspiring talk. I've been thinking about doing some charity work but haven't known where
to start. It starts with a phone call, which I will be doing as soon as I leave this room. Thank you, thank you, thank
you. You should be very proud of yourself.
•
Thank you for an incredible talk-it has made me stop and remember that the best things in life are not
"things". Inspiring to see someone that puts so much into life.

•
I have attended a lot of motivational/educational talks and by far, yours has been the best I have ever been
a part of. Humour, emotion, relevance, fun,detail,professionalism all in one package.
•
I was the lady who said I want to be "Reliable" into the microphone!! Thank you, thank you, thank you!
What an inspiration you were to me.
•
Thank you very much for a very inspirational time. I am nearly 60 years old and what you taught me today
will certainly improve the time I have in the future as I am now closer to the meaning of life. I wish you well in all
your future endeavours and once again thanks.
•
Far our brussel sprout! Bugger me! Crikey! How wonderfully fantastic – I will never forget! It’s been an
absolute pleasure dealing with you, experiencing you & your ideas. You are a marvel. THANK YOU!
•
Robyn – Amazing! Have been, heard, done – you know the drill……YOU WERE EXTRAORDINARY and I
felt every moment. Many thanks.

And in 1 line:
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Really well presented. Great button pushing & strong reminders. Bugger me.
Thank you. You have an incredible gift. I will remember you every morning when I put my feet on the floor!
A stunning presentation! You are a credit to yourself!
Fantastic, brilliant! You are at the top of your profession. A delight to watch and learn.
TO ROBYN, BUGGER ME, THAT WAS PRETTY BLOODY GOOD! THANKS.
Thank you & God bless you for sharing yourself with us today.
Thanks for your genuine "ducks guts" way of inspiring me. I hope one day to have my family hear you speak.
Congratulations! Your words were truly inspirational. “What a terrific session”!
Really enjoyed your presentation, so relevant to business, home & life in general.
Robyn Moore – there is so much power in your words! Thank you for your time today.
Robyn, Thank you. I know now. I know.
Robyn, Love your honesty! Loved your talk! All of it was relevant and funny.
Thank you for a mind blowing experience.
Extraordinary delivery! Extraordinary content Extraordinary relevancy to our world. (NZ)
Robyn Moore, Extraordinary! What an inspiration re what is within all of us.

Client Feedback:
“Extraordinary!!!!!!! Out of this world!!!
Out of the 300 people in the room there were only a couple that had ever heard of Robyn, but after a little over an
hour of her incredible journey, through key insights, making us cry, and absolutely “Wet your pants laughing", we
had a line of very high profile executive people at the end that wanted to meet her and show their appreciation.”

Contact: Simone Ashton
PA to Robyn Moore
M: 0478 036 986
E: simone@thepoweroftheword.com.au

